
SZSN Expansion To Increase Production By 60 Million KG

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

SZSN’s 45,000 square foot expansion and new advanced production line 
will increase annual production by 60 Million KG’s of seed. 
This one is on the move again! Watch for news and get on SZSN 
first thing Monday!

The features result in higher launch angles  more consistent striking of the swe
et spot and greater forgiveness.
In addition, the elevated center line and added ball bearing weight in the middl
e will assure that your putting stroke stays on a straight path throughout the e
ntire swing.
Not exactly pretty reading.
Free Pinemeadow putter head cover with purchase!
The club creates a higher and longer shot, as well as a more forgiveness due to 
the wider sole.
KZG makes great product, but it is through our competent Professionals that the 
product is made even better.
Valuations investors would normally have trouble justifying were acceptable, he 



said.
Combined with an improved striking area, taller than average face, and deeper he
ad, the Keel Steel is also one of the most forgiving and easiest to play.
The club creates a higher and longer shot, as well as a more forgiveness due to 
the wider sole.
We work so hard to bring you, the true professional, the KZG product line that y
ou can be proud of and which is exclusive to Professional Fitters and legitimate
 business owners worldwide.
The three line alignment system assures confidence in your putting stroke when l
ining up your putts.
Much easier to hit consistently than a traditional long iron, and also hits very
 well out of the rough.
AXA New Zealand chief executive Ralph Stewart indicated he favoured some form of
 disclosure when he noted that "obscuring revenue" is the wrong thing to be doin
g in the financial services industry.
Life Brokers Association and the Society of Independent Financial Advisers.
These features put more weight behind and below the ball for perfect spin and tr
ajectory.
The Synchron Medic hybrid woods are here to resuscitate your game!
The firm also said it was in talks with "a significant number" of other financia
l planning businesses to make further strategic acquisitions.
The four are the Institute of Financial Advisers, Professional Advisers Associat
ion.
Robotic System performs PET blow-molded bottle handling.
Adviser commissions dominate discussion Fees and commissions ended up being the 
big talking point during a session on the state of the advisory industry at the 
IFA Conference yesterday.
Fidelity Life chief executive Milton Jennings says the commission increases has 
led him to change his view on disclosure.
Gorgeous candy apple red finish makes these clubs really standout with their loo
k and play.
Power Play System Q Irons Like the Power Play System Q Driver the System Q Irons
 opens the door to technology that  until now  has been unavailable in the US.
The black insert you see in the back of the club head is a polymer filled muscle
 back cavity which increases the perimeter weighting throughout the entire club 
face for improved forgiveness and feel.
This week we also ran a story regarding further consolidation in the industry.
In addition, the elevated center line and added ball bearing weight in the middl
e will assure that your putting stroke stays on a straight path throughout the e
ntire swing.
Much easier to hit consistently than a traditional long iron, and also hits very
 well out of the rough.
If that’s National’s policy then it’s a big change.
Not exactly pretty reading.
If that’s National’s policy then it’s a big change.
Synchron Medic Hybrid Woods Unlike a standard head profile which has a crown tha
t adds weight to the top and moves the center of gravity higher.
Anything above that will get cropped off of the image.
The black insert you see in the back of the club head is a polymer filled muscle
 back cavity which increases the perimeter weighting throughout the entire club 
face for improved forgiveness and feel.
Yesterday’s SWOT analysis of the industry was useful too, if only to highlight t
hat charging commission is an evergreen issue with no conclusion.
If you know of anyone who is violating our policies, please let us know.
Four Ball Belly Putter The Four Ball Putter by Pinemeadow gives you an accurate 
alignment and an ideal stroke path to make all putts that much easier!
It’s no surprise that the Reserve Bank has dominated mortgage news this week.
Four Ball Putter The Four Ball Putter with a double bend shaft by Pinemeadow giv
es you an accurate alignment and an ideal stroke path to make all putts that muc
h easier!



Innovative weight and distribution technology moves the center of gravity toward
s the soles and sides for higher angle and increased forgiveness.
Yesterday’s SWOT analysis of the industry was useful too, if only to highlight t
hat charging commission is an evergreen issue with no conclusion.
Each insert color features its own unique precision milling for superior perform
ance.
Combine these technologies along with the red anodized alloy insert that provide
s you a soft feel at impact and you have one of the most complete putters in the
 market today.
Life Brokers Association and the Society of Independent Financial Advisers.
If there is one thing to come from this collapse it has to be around disclosure.

Something for everyone!
Designed for a more experienced player, the Oxygen Type-R Iron features a thin t
op line and blade profile for maximum workability that you are looking for in ea
ch and every iron.
As usual all the details are in the People section of the site.
Finance companies was another area where there have been concerns.
The three line alignment system assures confidence in your putting stroke when l
ining up your putts.
The alignment holds true and the ball rolls smooth off the club face.
Formalising our relationship will strengthen our proposition of providing qualit
y and innovative outsourced investment administration services to the New Zealan
d managed funds market.
You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
The V Steel forgiveness is further enhanced by its high MOI, making this fairway
 wood exceedingly easy to hit.
The idea is to move all of the weight to where the ball hits at impact  thereby 
creating a bigger sweet spot and forgiving club.
The beta titanium is also lighter than stainless steel maximizing the perimeter 
weighting of the head and creating a deep undercut channel for extra forgiveness
.
The near collapse of Basis also comes as two US Hedge funds operated by Bear Ste
arns fell over as exposure to the sub-prime market wiped out their value.
You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
Adviser commissions dominate discussion Fees and commissions ended up being the 
big talking point during a session on the state of the advisory industry at the 
IFA Conference yesterday.
You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
No doubt there will be more to come.
If there is one thing to come from this collapse it has to be around disclosure.

Synchron Medic Hybrid Irons The Synchron Medic Irons are a complete utility syst
em for your golf bag!
Read about this capital protected offering and Merrill Lynch’s involvement in th
e Special Report.
This has been a highly contentious issue for the industry for years.
Soft leading edge, wide stable sole, low center of gravity for a high trajectory
, maximum perimeter weighting, huge sweet spot, and progressive offset.
These new irons are even weighted on the heavy side to accommodate graphite shaf
ts.
"As with any business sector, there are those who thrive, and those who fall by 
the wayside.
Tranzact said it would help Skerrett seek out merger opportunities in the Southl
and region.


